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In order to be truly autonomous, a mobile robot should be capable of navigating
through any kind of environment while carrying out a task. To achieve this goal,
the robot must be able to create a model of its workspace, estimate its position
within it, and navigate to the target points. Map building and navigation are
currently very active research areas where a large number of researchers have
focused on.As a result, very di�erent approaches have emerged, considering di�erent
kinds of sensorial information. Vision sensors have gained popularity in such
applications due to the richness of the information they provide. However, the
limited �eld of view of monocular cameras causes the necessity of employing several
images of the environment in order to acquire complete information from it. In
contrast, omnidirectional vision systems have the ability to capture a more complete
description of the environment in only one scene.

Using these scenes, amodel of the environment can be built. In general, thesemodels
can be de�ned as metric, topological, or hybrid maps. A metric map usually de�nes
the position of some landmarks with respect to a coordinate system and permits
localization and navigation with geometric accuracy. Second, topological maps tend
to represent the environment as a graph where the nodes are some distinctive
localizations and links are the connectivity relations between them. �ey usually
permit a rough robot localization and navigation with a reasonable computational
cost. At last, hybridmaps are hierarchical models that combine the features of metric
and topological methods to try to retain the advantages of both approaches. In all
cases, to build a functional map it is necessary to extract some relevant information
from the scenes. Researchers have studied both methods that extract and describe
some interesting points or local features from the scenes and methods that describe
each image as awhole, building a unique descriptor per scene that describes its global
appearance.

�e purpose of this special issue is to invite researchers to present original papers as
well as review articles that address the use of omnidirectional vision systems to solve
the problems of mapping, localization, SLAM, and/or navigation of mobile robots.

Potential topics include but are not limited to the following:

Visual mapping
Metric maps
Topological maps
Hybrid maps
Visual localization using a model previously built
Local features (landmarks) extraction and description
Global appearance descriptors
Local and global features matching
Visual navigation
Visual SLAM
Omnidirectional visual scan matching
Appearance based localization
Visual topological slam
Topological localization

Authors can submit their manuscripts through the Manuscript Tracking System at
http://mts.hindawi.com/submit/journals/js/ovs/.
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